The deaf classified from the point of view of incapacity as a result of deafness: (a) The true deaf-mute; developmental.-(b) The muted or semi-muted, totally deaf because of disease occurring shortly after birth.-(c) The speaking deaf, totally deaf from disease occurring after two years of age.-(d) Partially deaf, hard of hearing. Hearing tests useless except in (d).-Treatment useless except in (d).
DEAFNESS being only a symptom, a classification may begin from several points, e.g., its cause within the auditory apparatus, its degree, its effects on the deaf person, etc. Any classification starting from one point or base will cut across or overlap any other startitng from any other point. I have chosen the incapacity or inefficiency resulting to the deaf person as my starting point, and although I may have to refer to diseased conditions and hearing tests incidentally, I ask you to keep in view, as I shall try to do, this base, or starting point.
By way of contrast let me ask you to look (a) at a hearing child aged 5 years, (b) a child born deaf of tne same age. The former with his 300 or 400 words is full of life, chatter and response; you get on with him, talk to him and play with him to your mutual delight. Then take the deaf child of the same age. In spite of a l)ublic school and a university education, even if you know every language spoken under the sun, you are helpless before him. Unless you are a teacher of the deaf, you cannot even begin to make yourself understood.
It takes ten years of special education to fit the 5-year-old deaf child for any work in life, and at the end of that period his choice of a job or occupation is a much restricted one. Hardly any cause of inefficietncy is more complete than that. In this classification these children have been put down under the heading A, "congenital defect in development," and this is roughly correct. They are nearly all cases of Mendelian deafness, though a few due to hereditary syphilis have to be included.' It is not strictly true that these children have no hearing at all; they almost always have some island of hearing in the surroutnding sea of deafness. The islands are nearly submerged at the best and not often placed in the speech area of the scale. These chiliren are the true deaf-mutes, the true deaf and dumb, and have to be educated by specially trained teachers in special schools for the deaf.
No hearing tests, except very loud noises such as a bell struck near the ear or the shouted voice, are of any use in testing these children. But by these means you may demonstrate the presence of hearing, and even the hearing of vowels in a fair number of cases.
The second class (B) is described as "muted or semi-muted." The terminology here is not fixed-perhaps not quite satisfactory-and I will be glad to have suggestions and criticism. The result in the individual does not differ much from that in Class A-I mean the result on capacity or efficiency. They have a slight advantage over the deaf-born if the onset of the deafness occurs after the second year, because speech has operated and ideas about people and things have been formed before the total silence came down. Probably such ideas are never quite lost. But speech is nearly lost in the absence of sound, the stimulus on which its acquisition so largely depends, and for educational purposes these children have to go, with the deaf-born, to special schools for the deaf. The deafness in Class B is as a rule totala good example of its cause is cerebro-spinal fever although, again, hereditary syphilis expressing itself in infant life rather than before birth, is not a very uncommon cause. As a rule no hearing islands exist. Class C, the speaking deaf, differs fronm B in that hearing has been lost after the speech habit has been well established, say up to 5 or 6 years. Deafness, even if total, coming at 5 years, does not destroy speeeh. Speech becomes careless and slurred, especially in the consonants, but a good articulation teacher may, by training, resurrect the lost elements and the forgotten words. The causes of deafness in Class C are the same as in B, but occur later in child life and the deafness is usually total. Though there is no hearing, the remains of speech are a great asset to the child, whose ultimate speech is much better than that of the deaf-born child.
In all these classes, so far as I amIl aware, efforts to cure deafness or to develop hiearing are useless. The basis of teaehing is the substitution of one sense for another-the eye for the ear-similar to the substitution of touch for sight in the case of the blind. These children are not the victims of the electrical lie which is told to the hard-of-hearing adult. Class D, consisting of the partially deaf, is in many ways the most interesting of all. It is by far the largest class and, as the figures indicate, we come into the range of hearing tests. In Classes A, B, and C, the deafness was for practical purposes complete; hearing tests are valueless. Except for ranges of tuning forks, etc., for the mapping of hearing islands in a, scientific inquiry the teacher does not call on the aurist for guidance. He will find out any useful hearing such as v-owel hearing, during the early weeks of tuition.
But in Class D, not only is hearing l)resent, but it may be improved, and thle diseased process on which the deafness depends may be checked. I am discussing classification, and only incidentally treatment and hearing tests, and yet it is a hearing test which enables us to classify these children at all, viz., whispered speech. Notice the figures at the extremes of the line, 20 and 6. We know that whispered speeeh may be heard by a healthy ear at far more than 20 ft. I do not think that any standard can be fixed without first of all getting a standard of quietness. The adoption here of 20 ft. as the normal standard is indicated by the fact that educational efficiency, and later on vocational efficiency, is not interfered with in a child or adult who can hear whispered speech at 20 ft. A child with this degree of hearing should not be in a sehool for the deaf, and an adult with this degree is not likely to lose his job. The capacity or efficiency is not threatened. At the other end of the line of figures, 6 and under, you have a degree of deafness which menaces both the child and the adult, and which I have tried to state in the 6 ft. rule. Thus, if a child does not hear whispered speech at least with one ear at 6 ft., he cannot profitably stay in the ordinary class of an elementary school, and in the case of an adult he is apt to lose his job. Do not take to these figures too rigidly. Bright children and bright adults, especially if they are good lip readers, appear to have better hearing then they actually possess, and good lip reading is often acquired by deaf people wvithout any tuition at all. The 6 ft. rule is helpful in dealing with the average child or adult.
In adapting this classification to adult life addition, but no alteration, needs to be made. Class D must be made to include the cases of deafness which go by the names of chronic progressive deafness, chronic aural catarrh, etc., and which give us so much of the incapacity and inefficiency of adult life. In Glasgow we have a large unit of these cases in the "League for the Hard of Hearing," and it is significant that 75 per cent. of these are women. Many are cases of otosclerosis.
Just a word about syphilis as a cause of congenital deafness. That it is so I have no doubt, but that it is commonly so I have a good deal of doubt. In sporadic congenital deafness we have a sub-class which may contain some cases but, in my opinion, not more than 2 or 3 per cent. It can hardly occur to a greater extent than congenital syphilis as shown by the Wassermann reaction applied to children generally. The following figures from my friend Professor Leonard Findlay, of the University of Glasgow, is the nearest guide I can give you. "In the children's Proceedings o0 the Royal Society of Medicine 6 hospital we found that only 2-6 per cent. of the patients gave a positive Wassermann reaction, and of the children suffering from scarlet fever in Ruchill only 0 8 per cent. gave a positive Wassermann reaction. The scarlet fever patients in Ruchill were chosen as it was considered they gave a better sample of the whole population. The other children were considerably younger, mainly under 3 years of age, while the children in Ruchill were chiefly over 6 years. In any case these figures show how rare congenital syphilis must be in the total child population of Glasgow. lt is the rarest manifestation for us to find deafness as the clamant symptom. I can only recall one or two cases." With the exception of the children under Class D, treatment is of no avail. The inefficiency is permanent. In spite of lip reading and aids to hearing, the sufferer is always handicapped. It is in the adults of this class that aids are often valuable. I cannot here say more on this subject than that it is in cases of middle-ear deafness that these electrical aids often succeed, but the success is not uniform and disappointment is common.'
Any classification of the deaf worth talking about must have more than an academic value. This is not the place to discuss its value in the school room. But four practical measures are indicated:
(1) An intensive campaign against diseases of the ear in children.
(2) An intensive study of the otosclerosis with a view to its prevention.
(3) The compulsory notification of syphilis or at least of congenital syphilis. This is the only sure way of reaching the whole family.
(4) The training of the public in the causation of congenital deafness. The congenitally deaf should not intermarry. The relatives of the congenitally deaf should not marry into similar families.
To the first two of these measures this Section is not only committed, but, I am glad to say, has taken a leading part in their initiation. And I am sure it will not rest till the problem raised in the last two has been solved-the prevention of congenital deafness. EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF TI-IE DEAF BASED ON THE DEGREE AND HISTORY OR CAUSE.
For educational purposes, whispered speech at 20 feet is taken as ormnal. 
